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                     MARCH – 2010 

           ENGLISH PAPER – II 

                                                                                   SECTION – A   (25 Marks)  

      

                Supplementary Reader              

I . 1. A. Write a paragraph by re-arranging the following sentence in the correct sequence. The 

              first and the last sentences are already in order.     (5 marks)   

 

• The city of Beijing was full of refugees. 

• He dropped a silver coin and a copper penny into the old man’s apron. 

• A vendor was selling hot noodles nearby. 

• A passer – by noticed the old man and took pity on him. 

• There was an old man at the end of the long procession of refugees. 

• The old man used only the copper coin to buy some noodles for his grandson. 

 

B. Complete the following choosing the correct answer from the options given: (5 x 1 = 5) 

 

2. The twelve peach trees broke out into delicate blossoms of 

     a) pink and pearl   b) blue and pearl 

     c) black and blue  d) pink and white 

 

3. Sue and Johnsy were …………. by profession. 

    a) photographers b) painters c) musicians d) dancers 

 

4. The camel lived in the …………. of the Howling Desert. 

a) middle   b) at the southern end 

c) in a corner  d) remote part 

 

5. The two friends were 

   a) soldiers b) spies   c) anglers d) officers 

 

6. Romance at short notice was …………. speciality. 

   a) Mrs. Sappleton’s b) Vera’s 

   c) Mr. Nuttel’s sister’s d) the doctor’s 
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C. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:  (5 x 1 = 5) 
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Questions: 

 

7. why was the man sorry for the horse, the dog and the ox? 

 

8. What did the man decide to do with the camel who refused to do work? 

 

9. What made the three hardworking animals very angry? 

 

10. Who was in-charge of all the Deserts? 

  

11. What was Djinn’s opinion on idleness? 

 

D. 12. Write an essay by developing the following hints:   (1x10 = 10) 

 

 
 

                                               SECTION – B     (15 Marks) 

                           Learning Competency (Study Skills) 

 

II. A. Answer the following:       (5 x 2 = 10) 

 

    13. What does the Journal section in a modern library contain?  

 

    14. What is a Thesaurus? 

 

    15. Arrange the names of two authors ‘William Wordsworth’ and ‘William Shakespeare’ as 

          found in the library catalogue. 

     

    16. Bring out the meaning of cliché and use in a sentence “first and foremost”. 

 

    17. What are the ways in which you can search for a book in the library? Mention any two. 
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 B. Read the following; spot the errors and correct them:  (5x1 = 5) 

   

    18. The cow is an useful animal. 

 

    19. Mary is superior than Jose in drawing. 

 

           20. She said that she can drive a car. 

 

           21. We sell wooden furnitures. 

 

           22. Working hard and he passed. 
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     SECTION – C   (15 Marks) 

 

                                                              Occupational Competency 

 

III. A. 23. Write the summary of the following passage in about 100 words:  (5) 
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